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LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
EXTRAORDINARY MEETING OF COUNCIL
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT AN EXTRAORDINARY MEETING OF THE
LEICHHARDT MUNICIPAL COUNCIL WILL BE HELD IN THE COUNCIL
CHAMBERS, LEICHHARDT TOWN HALL, 107 NORTON STREET, LEICHHARDT,
ON 19 JANUARY 2016 at 6:30 PM.

Peter Head
GENERAL MANAGER
15 January 2016

BUSINESS :
**

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
I acknowledge the Gadigal and Wangal people of the Eora nation on whose
country we are meeting today, and their elders past and present.
**
APOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE AND/OR
CONDOLENCES

**
DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS AND NON-PECUNIARY
INTERESTS

***

BUSINESS

ITEM 1 NSW GOVERNMENT’S MERGER PROPOSAL – ASHFIELD,
LEICHHARDT AND MARRICKVILLE COUNCILS...................................... 3
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ITEM 1

NSW GOVERNMENT MERGER PROPOSAL – ASHFIELD,
LEICHHARDT AND MARRICKVILLE COUNCILS

LMC

Division
Author
Meeting date
Strategic Plan Key Service
Area

General Manager
Peter Head General Manager;
Mark Bonanno Manager Legal Services
19 January 2016 Extraordinary Meeting
Community well-being
Accessibility
Place where we live and work
A sustainable environment
Business in the community
Sustainable services and assets

SUMMARY AND ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
Purpose of Report

Background

Current Status

Relationship to existing
policy
Financial and Resources

To enable Council to consider:
• The NSW Government Merger Proposal
process
• Proposed framework for submission to the
Public Inquiry
• Proposed dates to consider and endorse
the final submission (due by 28 February
2016)
• Proposed public information campaign
• Legal implications
• Contingency planning
The NSW Premier and the Minister for Local
Government on Friday 18th December 2015
announced the proposed amalgamations for
Sydney and Regional NSW councils ; reducing
the number of councils in the Sydney region from
43 to 25. .
The Minister for Local Government in turn made a
formal proposal to merge councils (in our case to
merge Ashfield, Marrickville and Leichhardt
Council) on the 6th January 2016; in doing so he
has referred the proposal to the Chief Executive
of the Office of Local Government to hold a Public
Inquiry and report through his Delegate to the
Minister. The Boundaries Commission will make
comment to the Minister on the Delegate’s report.
Final outcomes are expected mid-year
The Public Inquiry will be held on Tuesday 2
February with a closing date for submissions on
Sunday 28 February 2016.
Council’s policy remains to standalone
Approximately $10,000 required for a public
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Implications

Recommendations

information campaign and $10,000 as a
provisional amount to assist with developing a
transition plan should the amalgamations
proceed;
contingency funds amounting to $78,000 are
currently available
if council decides to undertake a Poll, this would
cost an additional $215,000 approximately for the
NSW Electoral Commission to undertake
That Council:
1. Requests the General Manager to prepare a
draft submission on the proposed merger
proposal for the consideration of Council at its
Policy meeting of the 9th February 2016 based
on the proposed framework details as
contained within this report. This framework
responds to the factors in s263(3) of the Local
Government Act ; essentially sets out the case
for Leichhardt standing alone ; and provides
options for council to make recommendations
for interim and new council governance
arrangements in the event that amalgamations
proceed.
2. Publicly exhibit a Draft Submission once
adopted at the 9th February Policy meeting
and report back to the 23rd February Ordinary
meeting with a final Draft Submission in order
to meet the Inquiry deadline of Sunday 28th
February 2016
3. Endorses the proposed public information
campaign as detailed in this report, including a
double sided A4 DL brochure for distribution to
all residents and businesses on the merger
proposal and the inquiry process encouraging
their full participation in that process ; and
allocates $10,000 from available funds to meet
these campaign costs
4. Determine whether it wishes to add to the
public information campaign by conducting a
Poll of electors
5. Notes the various legal implications as
detailed within this report and keeps all
matters under review
6. Notes the need for the General Manager to
commence essential contingency planning and
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Notifications
Attachments

allocates a nominal $10,000 to assist in
preparation of a transition plan to be
developed jointly by the 3 councils should a
new council be formed
As proposed for the public information campaign
Annexure 1 – Council Decision Making During
Merger Proposal Periods (Section 23A guidelines)
Annexure 2 - NSW Government Merger Proposal
report
Annexure 3 – The legislative Framework around
Wards
Annexure 4 – Request for a Poll
Annexure 5 – Legal Implications
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Purpose of Report
To enable Council to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The NSW Government Merger Proposal process
Proposed framework for submission to the Public Inquiry
Proposed dates to consider and endorse the final submission (due by 28
February 2016)
Proposed public information campaign
Legal implications
Contingency planning

Recommendations
That Council:
1. Requests the General Manager to prepare a draft submission on the proposed
merger proposal for the consideration of Council at its Policy meeting of the 9th
February 2016 based on the proposed framework details as contained within this
report. This framework responds to the factors in s263(3) of the Local
Government Act ; essentially sets out the case for Leichhardt standing alone ;
and provides options for council to make recommendations for interim and new
council governance arrangements in the event that amalgamations proceed.
2. Publicly exhibit a Draft Submission once adopted at the 9th February Policy
meeting and report back to the 23rd February Ordinary meeting with a final Draft
Submission in order to meet the Inquiry deadline of Sunday 28th February 2016
3. Endorses the proposed public information campaign as detailed in this report,
including a double sided A4 DL brochure for distribution to all residents and
businesses on the merger proposal and the examination process encouraging
their full participation in that process ; and allocates $10,000 from available funds
to meet these campaign costs
4. Determine whether it wishes to add to the public information campaign by
conducting a Poll of electors
5. Notes the various legal implications as detailed within this report and keeps all
matters under review
6. Notes the need for the General Manager to commence essential contingency
planning should a new council be formed; and allocates a nominal $10,000 to
assist in preparation of a transition plan to be developed jointly by the 3 councils.
Background
In responding to the Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) Fit for the
Future findings (which found Leichhardt Council unfit despite satisfying all the
financial sustainability criteria) as well as the NSW Government request to
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reconsider merger preferences, Council at its Policy meeting of the 10th November
resolved as follows:
That Council
1. Reaffirms its unambiguous position that Leichhardt Council can and should stand
alone - the recently updated evidence based business case clearly shows this
remains the best option for our community.
2. Provides feedback to the State Government on IPART’s assessment of our Fit for
the Future Standalone submission in line with the details contained within this
report
3. Responds immediately to the State Government’s invitation for merger
preferences by advising that
a. Leichhardt Council’s 3 way merger preference with Ashfield and Marrickville
Councils is offered strictly on the basis that the Government proceeds with
compulsory mergers.
b. The 3 way merger preference does not constitute an amalgamation proposal
under the Local Government Act
c. Leichhardt Council reiterates its strong stand alone position, categorically
rejects the State Government’s 6 council Inner West merger, or any merger
involving Auburn Council, and will withdraw from this 3 way merger
preference if the State Government does not proceed with forced
amalgamations.
4. Immediately make all expert internal and external legal advice Councillors have
received on this matter publicly available.
5. That Leichhardt Council support the “Rally for Local Democracy” on 18 November
organised by Unions NSW and Save Our Council’s Coalition.
The NSW Premier, Hon Mike Baird MP and the Minister for Local Government,
Hon Paul Toole on Friday 18th December 2015 subsequently announced the
proposed amalgamations for Sydney and Regional NSW councils ; reducing the
number of councils in the Sydney region from 43 to 25.
The Process
The Proposal Phase
The Minister for Local Government took the next step and made a formal proposal to
merge councils (in our case to merge Ashfield, Marrickville and Leichhardt Council)
on the 6th January 2016; in doing so he has referred the proposal to the Chief
Executive of the Office of Local Government for examining and reporting on the
proposal.
This is the effective date therefore for commencement of the Proposal Phase - from
which time we need to observe the s23A guidelines imposed on councils during the
merger proposal period, especially about expending significant unbudgeted funds or
imposing significant future financial commitments on a new council (annexure 1).
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During this period, staff ( other than Senior Staff) have protections against forced
redundancies (s354C of the Act) independent of the 3 year protection provisions
under s354Fwhich apply to staff transferred to a new council (note that
Leichhardt Council’s adopted policy extends this protection to 5 years).
Accompanying this announcement was a merger proposal report prepared by the
State Government for amalgamation of Ashfield, Leichhardt and Marrickville
(annexure 2)
The Chief Executive of the Office of Local Government (OLG) in turn delegated
the responsibility of examining and reporting on the proposal to 18 delegates; in
our case Ms. Cheryl Thomas who has since written to council confirming her
appointment to conduct a public inquiry into the proposal and seeking a meeting
with council representatives (now set for 6pm on Wednesday 20th January level 2
Administration Centre)
Delegates were appointed on the basis of their skills and experience, and
assigned to various local areas based on ensuring there were no conflicts of
interest. There is no right to question or challenge the appointment of a delegate
as far as the Government is concerned.
The public inquiry will commence on Tuesday 2 February at the Wests Ashfield
Leagues Club. There will be 2 sessions (from 1 to 5pm and 7 to 10pm). Speakers
must pre-register, and will have 6 minutes to present (organisations will be given
10 to 15 minutes). The inquiry will be extended to the following day if necessary.
The closing date for written submissions is Sunday 28 February
The Inquiries were advertised in the Sydney Morning Herald on Tuesday 12th
January (there does not appear to be any further public notices to occur other
than in the local paper and generic radio ads, both yet to occur) and councils can
assist in raising public awareness (at their cost).
Delegates will need to finalise their report to the Minister within the next 1 to 2
months i.e. end March or April (likely by 31st March).
The Boundaries Commission, currently being constituted, will provide comments
for the Minister on the Delegate’s reports. They will not however hold any further
inquiries
The Minister (around end April/end May) will then review the Delegate’s report
and Boundary Commission comments; and mid-year (end May/end June) will
make his decision to either seek a proclamation from the Governor to proceed
with the amalgamation or choose not to proceed.
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The Transition Phase
This commences on the date of Proclamation and concludes when a council is
elected. A proclamation (June/July) will likely mean that current councils no
longer exist, therein creating the new council around mid-2016. How the new
council would operate is still to be decided by the Government but there are 2
options
a. under an administrator
b. appointment of some or all of the former councillors as councillors of the
new council (pending elections in September 2016 but more likely March
2017)
Councillors and Senior Staff won’t know what option the Government intends to
take until the Proclamation is actually made.
Establishment and Protection Phase
This commences with the election of the new council and ends 3 to 5 years after
staff are transferred to the new council.
Funding of $10mill. for Sydney Metro councils plus $15mill. Stronger
Communities funding for 3 or more councils is available; in our case, if
amalgamations proceed, amounting to $25 million
For new councils, former council rate structures will be preserved for 4 years (ie
Leichhardt Council’s rate structure will remain for the next 4 years and thereafter
harmonised with the other 2 councils if the merger proceeds) ; nor will any new
Special Rate Variations be allowed during this 4 year period
Ongoing Operations Phase
This commences at the expiration of all staff protection provisions.
Proposed framework for submission to the Public Inquiry
The Delegate is required to review the proposed merger against a number of
factors specified under the Local Government Act (S263) that must be
considered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

financial advantages or disadvantages
community of interest and geographic cohesion
existing historical and traditional values and the impact of change on them,
attitude of the residents and ratepayers,
elected representation for residents and ratepayers,
ability of the councils of the areas concerned to provide adequate,
equitable and appropriate services and facilities,
7. the impacts on the employment of the staff by the councils,
8. the desirability (or otherwise) of dividing the resulting area or areas into
wards,
9. the need to ensure that the opinions of each of the diverse communities of
the resulting area or areas are effectively represented,
10. other factors relevant to the provision of efficient and effective local
government in the existing and proposed new areas
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Council’s submission will therefore be structured around each of these 10 factors,
noting in particular that if council doesn’t express a view or recommendations on
governance structures and the like (including wards for example) there will be no
other opportunity to make further representations should the Minister proceed with
the amalgamations.
The proposed submission framework is as follows:
S263 Factors

Approach

1.financial advantages or disadvantages

Standalone remains the best option
based on the arguments as submitted to
the Government in November 2015 – our
current well established, solid financial
position ; the updated evidence based
financial modelling and Leichhardt
Council’s adopted Long Term Financial
Plan demonstrating that standalone is
superior in achieving the 7 financial
benchmark indicators much earlier than
the amalgamated council ; along with
improved operating results ; huge
amalgamation costs

2. community of interest and geographic
cohesion
3. existing historical and traditional
values
5. elected representation for residents
and ratepayers
9. the need to ensure that the opinions of
each of the diverse communities of the
resulting area or areas are effectively
represented

All in accordance with our submission
responding to the IPART review in June
and the Upper House Inquiry in August
2015 including the unique heritage, loss
of identity and place, loss of
representation including analysis of
resident/councillor ratios for all the
Sydney metro proposed amalgamations
to demonstrate inequities, loss of local
accountability, loss of priorities to local
issues,
Issues surrounding wards or otherwise
will also influence responses to factors 5
and 9.

4. attitude
ratepayers,

of

the

residents

and As submitted to the IPART review;
random phone survey; on line and reply
paid survey demonstrating that the
community ( 55% - 72%) preferred a
standalone position .
Will also include further outcomes from
the public inquiry and councils public
information campaign
Council to determine if it is holding a Poll
6. ability of the councils of the areas As submitted to the IPART review &
concerned
to
provide
adequate, Upper House Inquiry; the risk of not
equitable and appropriate services and achieving savings eg staff redundancies,
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facilities,

reduced purchasing leading to reduction
in services or increases in costs;
harmonising different service levels
which must mean either increased costs
or reduced services
7. the impacts on the employment of the As submitted to IPART. Huge
staff by the councils
amalgamation costs; risk of forced staff
redundancies; organisation disruption
and upheaval with low staff morale.
Opportunity for council to make
recommendations for interim staffing
arrangements pending elections for the
new council if amalgamations proceed
8. the desirability (or otherwise) of Details of ward legislative requirements
dividing the resulting area or areas into are attached to this report (annexure 3)
wards,
allowing councillors to review options for
the new council if amalgamations
proceed including councillor numbers
and whether there is a recommendation
or otherwise for wards
10. other factors relevant to the provision
of
efficient
and
effective
local
government in the existing and proposed
new areas

Opportunity for council to make
recommendations for interim governance
and staffing arrangements pending
elections for the new council if
amalgamations proceed. Option for all
councillors and senior staff to remain in
place during the Transition phase eg
Canada Bay/Queensland amalgamations
model
Additional option to make
recommendations for the new council if
amalgamations proceed eg, election of
Mayor, new council name.

Proposed dates to consider and endorse the final submission (due by 28
February 2016)
1. Draft submission presented to the 9th February Policy meeting for exhibition
2. Publicly exhibit Draft Submission from 10 to 22 February
3. Final Draft Submission for endorsement to the 23rd February Ordinary
Council meeting

Proposed public information campaign
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The s23A guidelines state that councils should avoid spending council resources to
oppose or support a merger proposal for personal or political reasons – any
information campaigns should be approved at an open council meeting, be
transparent and objective
To ensure that the community is fully informed and aware of the merger proposal
and public inquiry, in particular addressing the s263 (3d) factor about the attitude of
residents and ratepayers, the following actions are recommended :
1. Media releases – as required but including
a. immediate (joint Mayors release) to inform the community about the
merger proposal and the public inquiry
b. around 10th February on the Draft submission exhibition;
c. after the 23rd February once council has adopted its final submission
2. Website and e news communications with a dedicated e newsletter
specifically about the merger proposals
a. Immediate and ongoing
3. Social media
a. Immediate and ongoing
4. Double sided A4 DL brochure to all residents and businesses hand delivered
prior to the 2nd February public inquiry
a. Content includes facts about the merger proposal including timelines,
councils adopted position, the public inquiry and how to have your say
5. Local paper advertisements
a. About the forthcoming public inquiry
b. About the Draft Submission once on exhibition
This public information campaign is estimated to cost approximately $10,000, made
up of the following:
•
•
•
•

Design and print 26,700 DL brochures …… $3500
Distribute hand delivery ………………………$4000
3 x ¼ page adverts ………………………….. $2100
Contingencies ………………………………… $400

In addition, a request for an extraordinary meeting has now been received by the
Mayor and myself to consider the conducting of a poll of electors on the
amalgamation (annexure 4).
Council will therefore need to decide if it wishes to proceed with such a proposal.
The logistics around conducting a Poll, which the NSW Electoral Commission has
advised will cost approximately $215,000, are contained in the Legal Implications
advice (annexure 5).
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Legal implications
Council’s Manager Legal Services has undertaken a detailed review of all the legal
implications associated with the merger proposal and process (annexure 5)
In summary:
•
•
•

•
•

The Government’s public views assessment process is possibly inadequate
and should be reviewed when we have firmer details of how the section
263(3d) process proceeds.
Council is able to undertake a poll of its electors but to have some potential
bearing on the merger proposal, all 3 councils should participate
Council should write to the Minister for Local Government seeking the
immediate release of the KPMG report that underpins his proposal to
amalgamate Ashfield, Leichhardt and Marrickville Councils in order to enable
Council to provide an informed response to the Delegate.
o On Friday 15 January Premier & Cabinet advised that they would
release the KPMG model assumption details either on this date or
Monday 18 January
There is no legal impediment for the Government if it wished to keep the
former councils in place until the election of the new council
Other legal issues will be kept under review

Contingency Planning
A decision by the Minister on whether to form a new council could take place as
early as mid this year.
If a Proclamation to that effect is signed, the existing councils will likely cease to exist
and the Proclamation will set out interim administrative arrangements (e.g. appoint
an acting General Manager and either an Administrator or some or all existing
Councillors as an interim ‘council’). It remains unclear whether senior staff contracts
(GMs in particular) will terminate with the existing councils or will be transferred to
the new council.
General Managers are responsible for the efficient and effective operation of council.
In order to discharge that obligation on behalf of the Leichhardt community, transition
planning needs to be well advanced on how to seamlessly transition existing
operations to a new council should that occur. There is a considerable amount of
work required to enable that to happen – most particularly the preparation and
execution of a detailed transition plan. This work will inevitably require considerable
collaboration between the General Managers, leadership teams and staff of each of
the councils.
Detailed planning in areas such as the following will be needed:
•
•
•

Communication – Internal & External;
Customer Experience;
Strategic Planning;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal;
Policy;
Services;
Technology;
People & Culture;
Finance;
Governance & Risk Management;
Accommodation.

It would be preferable for this work to be undertaken by existing staff across the
councils to ensure ownership of and commitment to the plans. Strong facilitation and
training (where required) could usefully be provided by external consultants. A
provisional allocation of $10,000 is suggested to enable these processes to
commence.
In summary, this contingency planning involves preparation of a detailed transition
plan by existing staff in the event that amalgamations proceed. It does not involve
any actual transitioning, only planning how it is best done. Much of this work requires
discovery, audit, documentation and review of vast amount of data (policies,
contracts, services to name only a few).
Should the amalgamations not proceed this will not be wasted work as each council
will have identified through this process a number of key improvement
process/efficiency issues ( not entirely dissimilar to our “Living within our Means”
internal efficiency program)

Attachments
Annexure 1 – Council Decision Making During Merger Proposal Periods (Section
23A guidelines)
Annexure 2 – NSW Government Merger Proposal report
Annexure 3 – The legislative Framework around Wards
Annexure 4 – Request for a Poll
Annexure 5 – Legal Implications
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ANNEXURE 1
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ANNEXURE 2
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ANNEXURE 3
THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR WARDS
SUMMARY
The Council in its submission to the Delegate on the merger proposal for Ashfield,
Leichhardt and Marrickville has the option to clearly outline is preference for the new
Council to be divided into wards or to abolish all wards if it so chooses. Failure to
indicate a preference may leave the final decision of wards to the State Government
or the new council without the benefit of the current council’s recommendations.
The question of the advantages and the disadvantages of Wards and whether to
have them or not is a matter for council to discuss and determine.
When making any submission, Council needs to consider the above issues:
• If Council favours Wards, the Wards for the new, amalgamated area will need
to have populations the same, with only a 10% variation each.
• Any revised Council Ward system will need to consider how many Councillors
the new Council will have (the Act allows between 5 and 15 under section
224) and how many Councillors each Ward will return (in accordance with the
10% rule cited above). The draft amendments to the Local Government Act
favour a system of Councils with odd numbers of Councillors ostensibly to
prevent deadlock situations. Given that each Council currently has 12
Councillors and the new entity will be much larger than the current three, it is
assumed that all the Councils may seek a member ship of 15 Councillors
• The new Council can vary the proposed Wards at a later time via the
mechanisms set out above.
• Wards, if favoured, need to ensure that the level of representation of the
various diverse communities in the new Council will not result in one
community or another being advantaged or disadvantaged.
LEGISLATIVE DETAIL
Chapter 9, Part 1, Division 1 of the Local Government Act 1993 (“the Act”) provides
the legislative framework for Wards. The following legislative details are provided for
information.
a. Constitution of an area, division of the area into wards or abolition of wards
The Act under section 218A provides that the Governor may amalgamate two or
more areas into one or more new areas. This is the power the State is using to force
the current amalgamation. Divisions 1 and 2 of the Act (sections 204 to 218) apply to
the new area in the same way as they apply to an area constituted by a proclamation
under section 204. However, section 212(2) (about public inquiries) does not apply.
Once constituted, a Council (under s. 210 which applies to our situation) may divide
its area into wards, abolish all wards, alter ward boundaries and name or rename a
ward. Under section 213, the proclamation establishing the new Council may turn its
mind to a number of items, including whether the area has Wards, and if so, what the
Ward boundaries will be.
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On the mechanics of establishing wards, the Act stipulates that the division of a
council’s area into wards, or a change to the boundaries of a ward, must not result in
a variation of more than 10 per cent between the number of electors in each ward in
the area.
The following items b, c, and d apply to Councils which decide to create Wards or to
vary Wards.
b. Consultation, public notice and exhibition of proposals regarding ward
boundaries
Before dividing a council’s area into wards or altering a council’s ward boundaries,
the council must (s. 210):
(a) consult the Electoral Commissioner and the Australian Statistician to ensure that,
as far as practicable, the proposed boundaries of its wards correspond to the
boundaries of appropriate districts (within the meaning of the Parliamentary
Electorates and Elections Act 1912) and census districts, and to ensure that the
proposed boundaries comply with the 10 per cent variation noted previously, and
(b) prepare and publicly exhibit a plan detailing the proposed division or alteration
(the ward boundary plan).
Under section 210A, the council must give public notice of the following:
(a) the place at which the ward boundary plan may be inspected,
(b) the period for which the plan will be exhibited (being a period of not less than 28
days),
(c) the period during which submissions regarding the ward boundary plan may be
made to the council (being a period of not less than 42 days after the date on
which the ward boundary plan is placed on public exhibition).
Further, the council must, in accordance with its notice, publicly exhibit the ward
boundary plan together with any other matter that it considers appropriate or
necessary to better enable the plan and its implications to be understood.
Any person may make a submission to the council regarding the ward boundary plan
within the 42 day period and the council must consider submissions made in
accordance with this section.
The Local Government (General) Regulation 2005 (Part 11, Division 2, section 277)
provides further details on the notice of changes to wards. This section of the
Regulation states that if a council divides its area into wards, abolishes all its wards,
alters its ward boundaries or names or renames a ward in its area, the general
manager of the council must give notice of that fact and stipulates the notice to be
given as follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(3)

by advertisement in a newspaper circulating generally in the council’s area, and
in writing displayed at the office of the council, and
in writing delivered or sent to the Electoral Commission.
If, as a result of the changes referred to in this clause, there are any wards that
are new or that have altered boundaries, the notice must include a written
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description of, and a map showing, the boundaries of the new wards or
boundaries as so altered.

c. Approval to abolish all wards in council’s area
Under section 210B of the Act, a council may resolve to make an application to the
Minister to approve the abolition of all wards of the council’s area. The council must
give not less than 42 days’ public notice of its proposed resolution.
After passing the resolution, the council must forward to the Minister a copy of the
resolution, a summary of any submissions received by it and its comments
concerning those submissions. The Minister may approve the application or may
decline to approve it.
If the Minister approves the application, all the wards in the council’s area are
abolished with effect on and from the day appointed for the next ordinary election of
councillors after the application is approved.
d. Ward boundaries
The Act (section 211) requires the council of an area divided into wards that they
must keep the ward boundaries under review. If the following conditions (a and b
below) are met the council must, as soon as practicable, alter the ward boundaries in
a manner that will result in each ward containing a number of electors that does not
differ by more than 10 per cent from the number of electors in each other ward in the
area:
(a) during a council’s term of office, the council becomes aware that the number of
electors in one ward in its area differs by more than 10 per cent from the number
of electors in any other ward in its area, and
(b) that difference remains at the end of the first year of the following term of office of
the council, the council must, as soon as practicable, alter the ward boundaries in
a manner that will result in each ward containing a number of electors that does
not differ by more than 10 per cent from the number of electors in each other
ward in the area.
If the new Council decided that Wards would be advantageous, the procedures set
out above at b, c, and d would be invoked to create new Wards.
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ANNEXURE 4

Extraordinary Meeting:
Cr Porteous, Cr Channells, Cr Kogoy and Cr McKenzie:
Call for an Extraordinary Meeting of Council in order to consider the following
motion:
That Leichhardt Council
1) Conducts a poll of all electors in Leichhardt Municipal Council area on the
Government proposed forced council amalgamation. The poll to be conducted as
soon as possible on a Saturday and the question put to the electors to be:
“Do you want Leichhardt Council to be amalgamated with Marrickville Council and
Ashfield Council? Yes/No “
2) That Leichhardt Council seeks the costs of this poll to be met by the State
Government, if these funds are not forthcoming that the cost of the poll be met by
Leichhardt Council.
3) That Leichhardt Council encourages both Marrickville and Ashfield councils to
conduct similar polls of their electorate.

Background:
Leichhardt Council is facing a forced council amalgamation proposal from the State
Government which wants to see Leichhardt Council forcibly amalgamated with
Marrickville and Ashfield Councils. The State Government is clearly intending to do
the bare minimum to comply with the Act in terms of community consultation and the
only opportunity our residents will have to have their say is at one public inquiry to be
held on 2 February for the three councils and written submissions. The OLG
delegate is required to consider the attitude of residents to the proposed
amalgamation and a poll is nominated as a way of achieving this however the
Government does not want polls to be conducted. in fact the State Government
recently tried to block Botany Bay Council from running a poll on amalgamations by
refusing to provide the council with the electorate roll. Botany took this to the
Supreme Court before the Government conceded, settling out of court and providing
them with the electorate roll. The Botany Poll will be conducted on February 27.
The future of Leichhardt Council should be in the hands of the people and not one
delegate nominated by the OLG. The Government does not want the community to
have a collective say on the future of their council but we believe that Councillors do
want this and while the result of the poll does not bind the delegate or the MInister in
their final recommendations it will need to be considered. The poll very importantly
gives the community a voice and a say on what they want for the future of their local
council and local community.
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ANNEXURE 5
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Proposal
The Minister has now confirmed that the merger proposal has been made under s218E of
the Local Government Act 1993 (Act). This means that the s23A Direction has now
commenced.
A proposal under s218E can be made by the Minister; or by the Councils subject to the
proposal; or by electors in certain circumstances. The proposal is the Minister’s and this has
implications, most notably under s218F (3) (see later).
Assessment of the proposal is by the Boundaries Commission (BC) or the Departmental
Chief Executive (DCE) (s218 (F)(1)). In this case the Minister has chosen to delegate the
assessment to a delegate of the DCE (Delegate). Where the matter proceeds by way of the
DCE, the DCE has all the same powers and responsibilities of the BC under ss263, 264 and
265: section 218F (2).
This is presumably because the Delegates will have 35 proposals to assess and a number of
people have been called in to undertake the task.
Can a Delegate undertake this task that is reserved for the BC or DCE?
Yes. We have seen the Instrument of Delegation under s745 (1) of the Act and it is legal.
Appointment of Delegate
Council has been allocated Cheryl Thomas, who has also been charged with the
assessment of the Murray and Wakool Shire proposals.
Can the appointment be challenged?
Legally, any appointment may be challenged if any bias can be found. I have reviewed all
the available material on Ms. Thomas and I do not see any basis for challenge.
Ms. Thomas has written to us and advised that all submissions need to be lodged by 28
February 2016 (Letter dated 7 January 2016 previously circulated). We understand that
Delegate’s reports must be completed by 31 March 2016.
Can Council challenge the short period of time for making a submission?
Yes, especially in light of the fact the period opened in the holidays. However, that still gives
a full month for Councils and members of the public to prepare submissions. I would not be
comfortable starting such an application without advice, but my view is that there is enough
time to prepare a submission, particularly in light of the fact that the Government has
foreshadowed this process for some time.
Ms. Thomas has administrative support ( Bryce ONeill Acting Assistant Regional Coordinator
Premier & Cabinet) and will not be operating from an office. Ms. Thomas will also be
undertaking the Murray/Wakool proposal.
Can Council challenge the process on the basis of the short amount of time, and
limited resources of the Delegate?
Possibly. If there were a large number of submissions it is difficult to see how the Delegate
could review and consider them all, especially given that the Delegate must consider two
merger proposals.
Allowing an unduly short amount of time to review submissions would impact on procedural
fairness and will depend on how many submissions there are, and how long the Delegate
has to answer them. This should be monitored as the Inquiry proceeds.
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Public Input – is the Government process sufficient?
If the Council had made the proposal, section 218F (3) would have required either a poll or
some other mechanism to discover the attitude of electors. The section reads:
(3) For the purpose of examining a joint proposal of 2 or more councils for the
amalgamation of two or more areas under section 218A, the Boundaries Commission
or Departmental Chief Executive, as the case requires, must seek the views of
electors of each of those areas:
(a) by means of:
(i) advertised public meetings, and
(ii) invitations for public submissions, and
(iii) postal surveys or opinion polls, in which reply-paid questionnaires are
distributed to all electors, or
(b) by means of formal polls.
The Government are reading section 218F (3) so as to require the seeking of public input
when the Councils themselves put forward the proposal (ie joint proposal). The Government
argues that if the Minister makes the proposal, these provisions don’t apply.
I think that the subsection can be read to mean that it is the consideration of a proposal
involving two or more Council areas, whether or not the Minister or the Council’s proposed it,
however I admit that it requires a strained interpretation.
If s218F (3) applies it also provides for a minimum 40 days: s218F (4) to ascertain the
electors views.
There are two other opportunities for public input: s263 (2A) requires an “inquiry” where
there is a s218F proposal, as here. Further, section 263 (2B) requires “reasonable public
notice” of such an inquiry.
Section 263 (5) requires the BC to hold its inquiry in public, however this provision is one
which then transfers to the DCE and therefore the Delegate. Section 264 then allows
representation before the inquiry.
Section 265 allows the BC (and therefore the Delegate) to seek the opinion of the electors to
satisfy section 263(3)(d). However the BC/DCE may seek the opinion by poll. It is not
mandatory.
In accordance with Ms Thomas’s most recent letter of the 14 January 2016 (circulated
separately by the General Manager) providing more information on the public meeting,
individuals have 6 minutes and organisations 15 minutes to present and the Inquiry will be
recorded.
Can Council conduct a poll?
In my view, it can, but subject to conditions. Section 263 (3)(d) requires the BC (and
therefore the Delegate) to consider the attitude of the residents and ratepayers of the areas
concerned. By holding the poll Council is providing cogent evidence of this to the Delegate.
However, the evidence that the Delegate requires concerns the attitude of the ratepayers “in
the areas concerned”. To do this, and to compare apples with apples, all the Councils
which are part of the proposal should undertake a poll. If the poll is not generally
undertaken, with all the Councils participating, and with the same question asked, I do not
think it would assist the Delegate. If Council wants to undertake a poll I believe the Delegate
should be consulted.
The Delegate has power to call a poll: section 265. And may decide to ascertain public views
by other means.
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I do not believe that the cost of a poll (approximately $215,000 I am advised) runs counter to
the section 23A Direction. It is providing evidence the delegate requires to make a decision.
There is a procedure for undertaking expenditure outside the budget without breaching the
s23A Direction.
The poll could not be conducted in a manner that was biased. That would be counter to the
Direction which states that Councils may not exercise their functions or use council

resources to oppose or support a merger proposal for personal or political purposes.
We could take a poll that may have bearing on the case I believe if:
•
•

The other two Councils agreed; and
The wording of the question was objective and neutral, subject to independent legal
advice

I note that if Council wants to go down this path it should do so carefully. When Queensland
faced amalgamation in 2007, the then Beattie Government threatened sackings and
surcharging if Councils went ahead with polls. The Shire of Ilfracombe had actually printed
the ballots when it decided to shelve the poll after threats of surcharging. The same
provisions exist in NSW.
In summary, the proposed Government public views assessment process is possibly
inadequate and should be reviewed when we have firmer details of how the section
263(3d) process proceeds.
Other matters for consideration
The criteria for considering the proposal are found in s263 (3). There are 11- 10 of which
are applicable to this merger proposal.
1. I am advised that the KPMG modelling which underpins the Government’s merger
proposal will not be made available.. Failure to allow Councils to review that data
would open the criteria to challenge. I also understand that much of the savings
come from staff redundancies. If so, this number should be revealed for the three
Councils. It is relevant for consideration of s263 (3) (e2).
2. Likewise, if the KPMG assumptions about staff redundancies can be made clear,
Council can then review factor (e1): the impact of any relevant proposal on the ability
of the councils of the areas concerned to provide adequate, equitable and
appropriate services and facilities. It may be that there will be fewer staff, but if that
is the case, will may also be a reduction in services. Electors should be allowed to
know what the loss of services will be.
3. I also mention section 263 (7): The Supreme Court may not make an order in the
nature of prohibition in respect of, or an order for removing to the Court or quashing,
any decision or proceeding made or conducted by the Boundaries Commission in
connection with the exercise of its functions. This subsection was introduced in 1999
before the High Court case of Kirk v Industrial Court (NSW) [2010] HCA 1. That case
had no difficulty in allowing the Court to intervene and require the decision maker due
process. As this section deals also with the report of the Delegate, I see no reason
why Council should not be able to require the Delegates report and to take legal
action if the report is inadequate.
4. The delegate will prepare her report and she must send it to the BC: section 218F (6)
(a). The BC must then review before forwarding to the Minister: s218F (6) (b). We
are told we will not see the Delegates report to the BC ; or the BC report to the
Minister, until it is sent to the Minister. We are presuming we will have time to

review and challenge these reports and will therefore keep this issue under
review.
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I would want to seek advice before challenging the BC report. It may be that the
report is not the correct time to challenge. The challenge may be to the Minister’s
decision if the report is inadequate, or fails to take into account relevant factors. The
BC will only be reviewing the reports. The Government is of the view that the
processes set out for the BC in s263 will already have been carried out by the
Delegate. I am not sure that this is the case. Section 218F (2) only says that
sections 263, 264, and 265 apply to the DCE (and therefore the Delegate) in the
same way that they apply to the BC. The BC is not eliminated from the picture, the
Delegate merely has to do the same things that the BC is required. I am of the view
therefore that the BC should hold an inquiry when reviewing the report of the BC; and
the same ability to review and challenge the BC exists for the Delegate.
I must reiterate my previous advice however on administrative law appeals: we may
be able to show that the decision maker took into account an irrelevant factor; gave
too much weight to one, or not enough to another factor; or made a decision that no
reasonable decision maker would come to (Wednesbury unreasonableness). If a
matter is struck down on that basis the Court does not substitute its own decision for
the erroneous one. It send the matter back to the decision maker to determine
according to law. This means that the decision maker usually comes to the same
decision allowing for the factor the subject of the appeal.
5. Assuming that the Minister decides to go ahead with a proposal (and the proposal is
essentially the same as the one he made to the BC/Delegate) he can do so.. As
sections 218D, E, and F have been complied with, he can now recommend to the
Governor a new Council per s218A. This allows for the dissolution of the Council on
a date to be given in the Proclamation. The Act is very liberal on what can be done.
There may be administrators, there may not be. It is up to the Minister what will be in
the Proclamation. In theory this Proclamation could occur as early as June and the
time spent in preparing for the new Council before the election could be with the
assistance of the old Council, or under the fiat of an administrator.
The Act is very clear that the more prohibitive requirements for a public inquiry under
s212(2) are not necessary (see s218A(4)).
I draw council’s attention to Canada Bay as a precedent for Ashfield, Leichhardt and
Marrickville
I have spoken with some of the officers who were at Concord and Drummoyne
before Canada Bay came into existence. Some of their experience could be relevant
here.
 Because Canada Bay was a proposal by the Councils themselves, s218F (3)
and (4) came into play, requiring that the views of electors be sought. This
was done some months before the proclamation by mail.
 The Proclamation under s218A was signed by the Governor on 27
September, and placed in the Gazette on 29 September 2000. Drummoyne
and Concord were to cease to exist on Friday 1 December 2000 (the
amalgamation date) and the new Canada Bay came into existence as soon
as the old Council was abolished.
 The next day was election day, Saturday 2 December 2000.
 Concord and Drummoyne existed as separate Councils right up to the
amalgamation date, with Councillors staying in their positions, and all staff
remaining.
 The Proclamation established the new Council to be composed of 9
Councillors whose election would take place the day following amalgamation
date.
 The Proclamation also indicated that there would be a Constitutional
referendum held at the same time as the general election (2 December) to
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determine if the Council would have popularly elected Mayor. If supported,
the popular election would not take place until the election 4 years hence.
The organisation structure “is as far as practicable, to be a composite of the
organisation structures of each of the former Councils”: Clause 12 (1).
Essentially, the organisation went into the amalgamation as a composite of
the two former areas.
The mechanism for change was clause 12(3) of the Proclamation: “This
clause ceases to have effect when a new organistation structure is
determined by the new Council under Part I of Chapter 11 of the Act”.
Significantly, section 333 in that Part states:
The organisation structure may be re-determined by the council from time to
time. It must be re-determined within 12 months after any ordinary election of
the council.

 The “heavy lifting” was all done in the first twelve months of the new Council.
Our similarities with the Canada Bay experience.
•
•

An amalgamation under Division 2A and 2B like the one we are facing.
Similar locality and issues impacting (residential area in the inner west with
similar geography, populations infrastructure, growth and housing issues)

Differences with the Canada Bay experience
•
•
•
•

Canada Bay was a voluntary process. Ours is not.
The constituent Councils had already merged their infrastructure areas by having
outdoor staff work under a unified corporate structure before amalgamation.
Consequently, discussions between Councils and staff were more advanced over
merging structures and functions.
Canada Bay took place by itself. Our amalgamation is taking place amid 34 other
proposals.

The Canada Bay Proclamation contained an interesting provision: after setting out the date
of abolition of the old, and commission of the new Council, the Proclamation read:
“…declare the provisions set out in the Schedule to this Proclamation are to apply on
1 December 2000 (unless another date is stated) to the amalgamation effected by
this Proclamation.”
So even if the Proclamation sets a date far in the future, it can also reserve the right to state
a different date.
In summary, I can see no legal impediments for the Government if it wished to keep
the former councils in place until the election of the new council.
6.

A note on elected Mayors

My reading of the Act is that whether Mayors are popularly elected is a matter for a poll at a
later time. While Wards can be determined from the start of the new Council, the only
provisions for popularly elected Mayors concern having a referendum. Thus, as you will see
with Canada Bay above, the referendum took place at the same time as the election on 2
December 2000. The people determined they did want to elect the Mayor, and the first
popularly elected Mayor received his mandate at the following lection in 2004. The
Councillors determined the position from 2000 to 2004.
Mark Bonanno – Manager Legal Services
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